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FOREWORD

From Sir Neil Cossons
Chairman of English Heritage

The best-known monuments are not necessarily the best understood. Our concern to care for them can sometimes inhibit imaginative research. So it is with particular pleasure that I welcome Stonehenge World Heritage Site: An Archaeological Research Framework to kick-start a new era of responsible management combined with important, query-driven investigation.

This publication complements the Archaeology Research Agenda for the Avebury World Heritage Site – published in 2001, the first of its kind for any World Heritage Site – and the regional and period-based research frameworks which English Heritage is currently helping to promote across the country. The production of the Stonehenge Research Framework, co-ordinated by English Heritage and Bournemouth University, has brought together a wide range of people with different interests in Stonehenge and its landscape to debate and argue about what we think we know, and would like to know, about this world-famous and often contentious monument. What are the questions we should ask about Stonehenge and how might we prioritise and tackle them? What information might still be locked within the archives of previous investigations, the collections of museums and the landscape itself? How shall we pursue these questions while caring properly for the World Heritage Site and passing it on to future generations in a better state than it was passed on to us? For we cannot be proud of Stonehenge's treatment in recent decades: ploughed and scoured, pincered between busy roads; it deserves better.

This document is not meant to strait-jacket research, which should be dynamic and responsive. On the contrary, I hope that it will further stimulate interest and proposals. Success will be measured in future years by the extent to which the questions posed here have been addressed, our understanding has improved, and people are able to enjoy Stonehenge both as an outstanding monument and as a place that not only puzzles and intrigues but constantly generates ideas and diverse opinions.

Neil Cossons
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